Face your counterpart in the next generation of iGaming
Dicegame is an iGaming platform based on the Graphene blockhain technology.

Gambling Market
DEPTH OF GAMBLING MARKET
World online gambling revenue in 2016

World online gambling market, bln USD

BETTING

21,40 BLN $

CASINO

11,80 BLN $

LOTTERY

3,85 BLN $

POKER

2,75 BLN $

LOGIC

2,20 BLN $

BINGO

2,00 BLN $

Today, betting is the most popular version among mobile gambling applications.
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According to the H2 Gambling Capital analysis, the global income of
online-gambling formed the ammount of $44 billions in 2016. The market
volume is predicted to be up to $81,7 billions with the compound annual growth
rate at 10,8%. Alongside with market development, the share of mobile usage for
gambling purposes continues to grow.

About Us
DICEGAME is a decentralized Graphene-based platform that builds a
fair and transparent ground for P2P games. We retrieve user’s trust
by wrapping all the game logic into the smart-contracts based on the
blockchain. Graphene technology integrated into the DICEGAME
allows to have low fees and high speed transactions. The platform
provides the playground for the P2P game with up to 50% of winning
odds. We decentralize everything in the DICEGAME platform: only
white box algorithms, clear and user-friendly conditions of the
games, fast and transparent transactions, no limitations on deposits
and withdrawals.

How it Works
Player 1
A1 (accelerometer 1)
T1 (time in millis 1)
D1, D2

Player 2

D3, D4
A2 (accelerometer 2)
T2 (time in millis 2)

Smart Contract
Dice values formulas:
D1=(T1+A1+T2) mod 6+1
D2=(T1+A1+A2) mod 6+1
D3=(T1+T2+A2) mod 6+1
D4=(A1+T2+A2) mod 6+1

EXAMPLE
D1=(101+202+303)%6+1=606 mod 6+1 = 1
D2=(101+202+404)%6+1=707 mod 6+1 = 6
D3=(101+303+404)%6+1=808 mod 6+1 = 5
D4=(202+303+404)%6+1=909 mod 6+1 = 4
D1+D2=1+6=7
D3+D4=5+4=9
D1+D2<D3+D4=> Player 2 wins

Features
FM DICE

ROULETTE

POKER

LOTTERY

BLACKJACK

SLOTS

Simple rules of a game
No specific skills or
background required
P2P game

Presence of tournaments
Fast gaming sessions
Ability to participate in tournament
with real prize for free
Up to 50% of winning
odds
Up to 1 mln users capacity
per tournament

Economy
The concept of the project is to conduct regular Bonus Tournaments (BT). Every new tournament or one-to-one game continuously contributes to the
prize fund of the BT. The half of the fee charged by the platform goes to the common prize fund of the BT, which is distributed between all bonus
tournaments. The first bonus tournament on the DICEGAME platform will have the prize fund of 5% from the all Dice tokens issued. There are no any
investments required to participate in this BT.

Token Exchange
Other Popular
Coin

DICE

Bonus
Tournament
Fund

Other Popular
Coin

DICE

DICEGAME
Income
Fund

50% of DG fee

50% of DG fee

1. Winner gets x2 bet minus % DICEGAME (DG) fee
2. Loser just loses his bet
Player 1

join-place
a bet

join-place
a bet

Player 2

Tournament Smart Contract

DICEGAME Tournament

MVP

Android

The MVP (the minimum viable product) is ready
and available for Android, iOS and Web:

Team
Each member of our team has a unique set of skills, which is a bag and baggage for achieving our future goals.

iOS

Web

